CHAPTER IX
ENGLAND AGAINST NAPOLEON ;  THE LAST WAR WITH
FRANCE, 1803-1814
I. Six indecisive years, 1803-1808
the unstable equilibrium established by the Peace of Amiens
could not long endure before the constant pressure of Napoleon's
restless attempts to extend the dominion of France and the
counter measures of self-preservation taken by England, and in
May 1803 hostilities broke out afresh.   Once more the pre-
dominant power on land and the mistress of the sea joined
issue, as in the old contest of the elephant against the whale.
The objectives and plans of campaign on either side were
clearly laid down by the very conditions of the struggle.
Napoleon, soon to become Emperor of the French, sought to
transport across the Channel his unrivalled army and strike a
mortal blow at his adversary's heart; England's policy was to
hold him at arm's length with her fleet, snap up the few overseas
possessions remaining to him, and endeavour to embroil him
once more with the Continental powers, who, despite their recent
defeats, were all ready and willing, should favourable occasion
offer, to rise once more against their feared and hated conqueror.
In the West Indies, where a French army was vainly
endeavouring to recover the possessions lost prior to the Peace
of Amiens, the British found opportunity to open the new war
with a striking initial success.   The enemy troops in St.
Domingo, hard pressed by the revolted population and wasted
with disease, laid down their arms on finding that they were
blockaded by sea and cut off alike from their supplies and from
all hope of escape, while the British garrison in the Caribbean
theatre, being in sufficient strength to spare considerable forces
for the offensive, rapidly secured possession first of St Lucia
and Tobago, and later, on the accession of Holland to the
number of our enemies, of all the Dutch West-Indian colonies
as well.   Thus by the end of 1803 we were in undisturbed
possession of all the islands, and were in a position to despatch
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